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Are You Wealthy?
Determine your source of income from the star(s) that you have in Zhi Mei
Astrology. One of the 12 palaces of Zhi Mei chart is ‘wealth palace’ that
governs the wealth or quality of life of a person. Ideally, wealth stars
should be located in the wealth palace. That is rule number one, the second
most important criteria that determine person ability to accumulate and
sustain wealth is the ‘journey’ or life path. If both conducive to wealth
accumulation process then this person will have a better quality of life.

Check out what star(s) in your wealth palace.
Zhi Mei Star(紫微
紫微)紫微 If Zhi Mei star located in your wealth palace, your
wealth source varies from properties, stocks, and valuable jewelers and
varies foreign currencies. In general, this person is bad at financial
management but will never lack of it. However, the palace locale is critical
to determine the degree of wealth and because of the interaction among
stars.

Tin Kei (天機
天機)—
天機 Tin Kei is a mobile star that will fluctuate according to
time and space. Person with such nature of star like short-term investment
and excitement. The income stream could vary and fluctuate in a volatile
environment. This unstable income generator is sensitive and prone to
changes with the immediate local economic circumstances. Again, the
locale of such star and the interaction among them will determine the
degree of wealth.

Sun (太陽
太陽)太陽 This person is rather enjoy life in nature. The money earned
will be spent not only on himself but on others as well. This happy go luck
person also ‘well known’ with his or her charismatic of socializing skill. A
person of Sun in the wealth palace also signifies that the source of income
could be from public speaking and lectures. Normally person with title
such as honorable doctorate, sirs, Justice of piece etc fall into this category.

Mou Kuk (武曲
武曲)武曲 This is the main ‘wealth star’ in Zhi Mei Chart analysis.
The income stream could be from industries such as banking, stock
brokerage, mining, or automobiles. This wealth star combines with right
locale and certain ‘kind’ stars will result in great wealth. This is a star of
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self-employed of business creation.

Tin Tong (天同)- This is a star of a sudden wealth as a result of winning a
lottery or wining school grants a like. It is a star that required hard work
and extra effort, this is also make sense since how many of us will have a
chance of winning a lottery in a life time, if so probably a the later stage of
life i.e. age 65 and beyond.

Lim Ching (廉貞
廉貞)廉貞 This is one of the ‘unscrupulous’ star that will go all
out to earn money. Mostly ended with side job or moonlighting. People
with such stars are likely to be in entertainment, wardrobes, fashions, and
food and beverages industries.

Tin Fu ( 天府 )-This is one of the ‘wealth storage’ star. The wealth
accumulated is stable and legitimate. Person with such star is said to have
good financial planning ability and thrift in spending. On most occasions,
my clients with such star ended with all sort of properties investment.

Moon(太陰
太陰)
太陰 -Moon is also one of the ‘wealth’ stars. This star is similar
nature with Tin Fu but with one major difference. While Tin Fu is rather
high profile in the process of wealth accumulation, person with Moon is
rather low profile. Imagine they are lots of multi billionaire out there but
with low profile or little known in public. Such person also cares about
health in primary.

Tam Long (貪狼
貪狼)貪狼 Tam Long star is a ‘socializing’ star. Person with such
star likes to entertain, treat, socialize and have many friends. The nature of
such star in rather unstable and experience high volatility in the journey of
life. Such person also prone to short-term investment activities and
gambling. Never the less with my experiences, most my clients with such
star are engaged in PR, customer services alike job nature.

Kui Mun(巨門
巨門)巨門 One of the most ‘competitive’ star. Such people with Kui
Mun will experience obstacles, competitive environment and hardship in
order to obtain wealth. Person with such star is normally engaged in ‘oral
skill’ to earn a living. Schoolteachers, lawyers, sales, public speakers, actors
and singers to name a few are normally with Kui Mun in their ‘wealth’
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palace.

Tin Siong(天相
天相)天相 A down to earth star and accumulate wealth through
hardship. A careful financial planner, conservative and not willing to
invest in short term activities. This person is very thrift with money but
when friends in need, such person will extend helping hands.

Tin Leong (天梁
天梁)天梁 Normally, such person will inherit wealth from parents
or grand parents. Whether this person will sustain such fortune depends
on the combinations of other stars. Lawyers, accountants, financial
planners and self-employed are normally with such star.

Chat Sak (七殺
七殺)七殺 Such person is bold, aggressive, great leader and risk
taker! Person with such star is normally in-charge of home financial
activities. Such person wealth accumulation process is rather volatile and
unstable.

Po Kwan (破軍
破軍)破軍 This is a very active star. Changes are acronym to this
star! Such person will hop from job to job and earn various side incomes as
well. Such person will experience a downtrend in early life and bounces up
high in later years. Beside take taking such person also known to be
creative and innovative in earning dues.

Fa Luk(化祿
化祿)化祿 Each year base of the ‘heavenly stem’, they are four stars
that will move and make changes to other stars. The one that make good
changes in called ‘Fa Luk’. This star will dictate the changes for that
particular year and if happened to fall in your wealth palace, your income
and quality of life will improve.
This is a basic and general characteristic of Zhi Mei stars. The interactions
among stars required careful analysis as well as the locale of the stars. The
locale of the star will determine the brightness of such stars. Some are
meant to be bright and some are not. The reverse will cause chaotic and
disorder in life.

